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Abstract

An appropriate approach for integrating UML and B
specification techniques allows us to map UML specifi-
cations into B specifications. Therefore, we can formally
analyze an UML specification via the corresponding B
formal specification. This point is significant because B
support tools are available. We can also use UML speci-
fications as a tool for building B specifications. Thus, an
approach for a practical and rigorous software develop-
ment, which is based on object and B from the require-
ments elicitation to the executable code, is proposed.

In this paper, we address the problem of modeling
UML behavioral diagrams in B, which is up to now an
open issue. For this purpose, an approach for modeling
in B class operations is proposed. We show a way to ap-
ply this approach for integrating collaboration diagrams
into B specifications.

Keywords: UML, class operation, B method, B abstract
machine(BAM), B operation.

1 Introduction

The Unified Modeling Language (UML)[16] has become
a de-facto standard notation for describing analysis and
design models of object-oriented software systems. The
graphical description of models is easily accessible. De-
velopers and their customers intuitively grasp the gen-
eral structure of a model and thus have a good basis for
discussing system requirements and their possible imple-
mentation. However, the fact that UML lacks a precise
semantics is a serious drawback of object-oriented tech-
niques based on UML.

On the other hand, B[1] is a formal software develop-
ment method that covers software process from the ab-
stract specification to the executable implementation. A
strong point of B (over other formal methods) is support
tools like AtelierB [20], B-Toolkit [2]. Most theoretical

aspects of the method, such as the formulation of proof
obligations, are done automatically by tools. Provers are
also designed to run automatically and reference a large
library of mathematical rules, provided with the system.
All of these points make B been adapted in large scale in-
dustrial projects [3]. However, as a formal method, B is
still difficult to learn and to use.

As cited many times in the literature [8, 13, 15, 18, 19],
an appropriate combination of object-oriented techniques
and formal methods can give a way that is applicable in
the software industry. For this objective, we advocate in-
tegrating object-oriented and B techniques. Our approach
is to propose derivation schemes from UML concepts into
B notations. This UML-B integration has following ad-
vantages: (i) the construction of object-oriented speci-
fications based on UML is formally controlled; (ii) the
construction of B specifications becomes easier with the
help of UML-based object-oriented specifications. From
the informal description of requirements, we successively
build the object models with different degrees of ab-
straction. These models cover from conceptual mod-
els through logical design models to the implementation
models of the software. This also means that the devel-
oped models are successively refined. We verify the con-
sistency of each object model by analyzing the derived B
specification. We verify the conformance among object
models by analyzing the refinement dependency among
them that is formally expressed in B.

At the present, we only consider the modeling of UML
concepts in B. The problem of analyzing the derived
B specification remains at a later stage. The works in
[6, 13, 14, 15, 10, 17] presented a set of rules for map-
ping UML static diagrams into B. Certain elements in
UML behavioral diagrams like state and transition have
been partially treated. So far, the problem of modeling
UML behavioral diagrams in B has been an open issue. In
[5], Laleau and Mammar have presented a support tool for
generating B specifications from UML diagrams of data
intensive applications. Although they considered UML



collaboration diagrams, nothing new is added with respect
to Nguyen’s work [15]. The main reason is that existing
works coincide the UML class with the BAM concept, but
in fact, they do not coincide each with other. A class oper-
ation can affect the data from different classes but a B op-
eration affects only data declared in the same BAM. For
this reason, only basic class operations, which are local
to classes, can be modeled. We cannot model non-basic
class operations that concern several classes.

In this paper, we present an approach for integrating
behavioral diagrams into B. The paper is structured as fol-
lows: the remainder of this section presents an example
which is used throughout the presentation. In Section 2, a
brief introduction of the B method and a brief discussion
of related work are presented. In Section 3 we present an
approach for modeling class operations into B. In Section
4 we go on to discuss the way to integrate UML collabo-
ration diagrams into B. Finally, in Section 5, concluding
remarks complete our presentation.

1.1 Example

Given an UML specification as described in Figure 1.
There are two classes ����������� and ���������
	 . In each class
we declare several attributes: �
�������� of type ����������� and
�
�������	 of type ����������	 in ����������� ; ��������	�� , ��������	�	 and
�
������	�� in ���������
	 . We omit here the associations be-
tween two classes. There are three class operations in
����������� : �
���� has an argument of type ���������
	 , whereas
������	 and �
����� are local in ����������� . In ����������	 there are
four operations : ����	�� and �
��	�	 are called in the real-
ization of ������� of ����������� ; �
��	�� is called in the realiza-
tion of �
��	�� . In addition, we also call �
����� of �����������
in the realization of �
��	�� . The operation �
��	�� is local
in ���������
	 but is not called by any other operation. The
dependency amongst class operations is shown in the col-
laboration diagrams associated to classes.

2 Integrating UML and B

2.1 The B Method

B [1] is a formal software development method that cov-
ers a software process from specification to implementa-
tion. The B notation is based on set theory, the language
of generalized substitutions and first order logic. Speci-
fications are composed of BAMs that are similar to mod-
ules or classes. They consist of a set of variables, invari-
ance properties relating to those variables and operations.
The state of the system, i.e. the set of variable values, is
only modifiable by operations. BAMs can be composed
in various ways. Thus, large systems can be specified

:Class2
op24(...)

+ op11(Class2,...)

Class1

attr11: Type11
attr12: Type12

+ op12(...)
+ op13(...)

c2:Class2
1. op21(...)

op11(c2,...)

c1:Class1

2. op22(...)

3. op13(...)
1.1. op23(...)

1.2. op12(...)

attr22: Type22

Class2

attr21: Type21

attr23: Type23

+ op21(...)
+ op22(...)
+ op23(...)
+ op24(...)

Figure 1: An UML specification

in a modular way, possibly reusing parts of other spec-
ifications. Refinement of a B model allows developers
to derive a correct implementation in a systematic way.
Refinement can be seen as an implementation technique
but also as a specification technique to progressively aug-
ment a specification with more details. At every stage of
the specification, proof obligations ensure that operations
preserve the system invariant. A set of proof obligations
that is sufficient for correctness must be discharged when
a refinement is postulated between two B components.

2.2 Integrating UML and B: state of the art

In [13, 15], Meyer and Nguyen have proposed a set of
precise rules for modeling in B the concepts of static as-
pects of a system such as class, attribute, association and
inheritance. Figure 2 shows a BAM and its data which are
derived from the class ����������� in Figure 1. As shown in
Figure 2, the class ����������� is formally derived by a BAM
Class1. In Class1 we declare a B deferred set CLASS1,
which models the set of possible instances of the class
����������� . The set of the effective instances of the class
����������� is modeled by a B variable class1 constrained
to be a subset of CLASS1. For each attribute ����������� , a
B variable attr1i is created and defined in the INVARIANT

clause as a function from the B set class1 into the B set
Type1i modeling its associated type ����������� .

If the rules for modeling concepts of data aspects are
formally defined and can be implemented in a piece of
software, the rules for formalizing concepts of behavioral
aspects must be intensively done. The main reason is that
they have no appropriate solution for dealing with class



MACHINE Class1
SETS

CLASS1; Type11; Type12
VARIABLES

class1,attr11,attr12
INVARIANT

class1 � CLASS1 �
attr11 � class1 ��� Type11 �
attr12 � class1 ��� Type12

...
END

Figure 2: A B representation for data of the class
�����������

operations, which is the core concept in the behavioral di-
agrams. In fact, with existing rules, we cannot, in general,
model class operation affecting data of several classes. In
addition, the realization of non-basic class operations is
also glossed over. Consider the modeling of the operation
������� of the class ����������� . If we model �
����� by a B oper-
ation op11 in the BAM Class1 (as suggested in [13, 15]),
then to model the fact that �
����� has an argument of the
type ����������	 , we must include the BAM Class2 in the
BAM Class1. In this case, the fact that the realization of
������� calls two operations �
��	�� and �
��	�	 in ���������
	 can-
not be modeled due to technical restrictions of B inclusion
mechanism[1, 20].

3 Modeling class operations in B

3.1 The calling-called dependency

In the realization of a class operation (often represented
by collaboration or activity diagrams) we make some calls
to other class operations. A calling-called pair relates a
class operation to one of its realization class operations.
In the example (Figure 1) �
����� and �
��	�� form a calling-
called pair where �
����� acts the “calling” role and �
��	��
acts the “called” role. We say ������� is a “calling” opera-
tion of �
��	�� and �
��	�� is a “called” operation of �
����� .

3.2 Grouping data and operation in the
same BAM

By grouping a class operation and its related data in the
same BAM, the problem of modeling class operations be-
comes one of how B substitutions can be used to express
the pre-/post condition of the operation. This is similar
to model basic operations as described in [13]. Figure 3
shows a BAM MachineA which contains the B operation
op11 corresponding to the class operation �
����� ; in the
data declaration section (clauses SETS, VARIABLES and IN-

VARIANT) of MachineA we notice the presence of the data
which are derived from classes ����������� and ����������	 .

MACHINE MachineA
SETS

CLASS1; Type11; Type12; CLASS2;Type21;Type22;Type23
VARIABLES

class1,attr11,attr12,class2,attr21,attr22,attr23
INVARIANT

class1 � CLASS1 �
class2 � CLASS2 �
attr11 � class1 ��� Type11 �
attr12 � class1 ��� Type12 � ...

...
OPERATIONS

...
op11 � cc1,cc2,... �	�
pre

cc1 � class1 �
cc2 � class2 � ...

then
/ 
 modeling the effect of the non-basic operation ������ , this time, is
similar to modeling the effect of the basic operation ��������
 /

end
END

Figure 3: Modeling of the operation �
�����

We may create a BAM for the whole set of classes
of a component’s object-oriented specification. Data of
the created BAM are derived from the whole class dia-
gram and the operations are all class operations. However,
grouping all the class operations in the same BAM pre-
vents us from modeling the calling-called dependency be-
tween class operations; for example, if the operation �
�����
is modeled in the same BAM as �
����� then we are not able
to express the calling-called dependency amongst them;
this is because a B operation cannot call another one in
the same BAM [1, 20]. In other words, we must create
several BAMs for class operations in order to model the
calling-called dependency amongst them. The following
sections discuss how to allocate the class operations in
BAMs.

3.3 Modeling the calling-called dependency
amongst class operations

The intuitive idea is to separate a calling operation from
its called operations; if an operation ����� calls another op-
eration ����� then � ��� and ����� are modeled in two differ-
ent BAMs which we call MachineA and MachineB. In the
implementation of MachineA we import MachineB so we
make an invocation to B operation OpB in the implemen-
tation of the B operation OpA; in the case of neither �����
nor � ��� calling the other, they are independent and we
can model them either in the same BAM or in two BAMs;



IMPLEMENTATION MachineA imp
REFINES MachineA
/ 
 We implement the data in MachineA by the data in

MachineB. But these two data set are identical.
That is why MachineB is renamed. 
 /

IMPORTS im.MachineB
INVARIANT

class1 � im.class1 �
class2 � im.class2 �
attr11 � im.attr11 � ...

...
OPERATIONS

...
op11 � cc1,cc2,... � �
begin

/ 
 Each method invocation in collaboration diagrams
is modeled as a B operation invocation. 
 /

im.op21(...);
im.op22(...);
im.op13(...);

end
END

MACHINE MachineB
...
/ 
 The data of MachineB are identical to the data of MachineA

because they are derived from the same class diagram. 
 /
SETS

CLASS1;CLASS2; ...
VARIABLES

class1,class2,attr11,...
INVARIANT

class1 � CLASS1 � ...
OPERATIONS

op21 � ... � � ...
op22 � ... � � ...
op13 � ... � � ...

END

Figure 4: Modeling of the calling-called dependency
amongst class operations

if they come from the same class, it is recommended to
group them in the same BAM (this is the case for basic
operations of a class).

In Figure 4 the BAM MachineA of Figure 3 is imple-
mented in the implementation MachineA imp which im-
ports the BAM MachineB. In MachineB, we model oper-
ations �
����� , �
��	�� and �
��	�	 , which are called in the real-
ization of �
����� (Figure 1). As we can see, both MachineA
and MachineB contain some data with the same name
and properties; this is because they are all derived from
the same class data concerned by �
����� . The INVARIANT

clause in MachineA imp must assert this remark. In addi-
tion, we must rename MachineB in the IMPORTS clause in
order to clearly distinguish the data with the same name
in MachineA and MachineB in the INVARIANT clause of
MachineA imp. Several remarks should be made:

� our approach for modeling the calling-called depen-
dency relation amongst class operations is only ap-
propriate if there is no cyclic calling-called depen-
dency among class operations. Consider three class
operations ��� � , � � � and ��� � . Assume that: ��� � calls
� � � ; ��� � calls � � � and � � � calls ��� � . So the BAM
for ��� � is implemented by importing the BAM of
� � � which in turn is implemented by importing the
BAM of ��� � . Because ��� � calls � � � , the BAM of
� � � is implemented by importing the BAM of ��� � .
This situation is impossible in B [1, 20];

� there are, in general, two possibilities for modeling
the calling-called dependency amongst class opera-
tions: (i) using B implementation construct and B
importation mechanism and (ii) using B refinement
construct and B inclusion mechanism. We prefer the
first one due to the expressing capacity. In fact, in
some cases we can use the B refinement/inclusion
dual; this is the case, for example, when ����� mod-
eled in MachineA which calls the ����� modeled in
MachineB and calls no other operations modeled in
MachineB; however if ����� also calls some other
operations modeled in MachineB then the refine-
ment/inclusion dual is not appropriate due to techni-
cal restrictions of the B inclusion mechanism [1, 20];

� the similar idea has been used in our previous work
for modeling use cases [7]. We can also apply this
approach to model events in state-chart diagrams.
The B operation modeling an event is implemented
by B operations modeling the triggered transition
and its associated actions of the event. Our approach
is “better” than the ones of Meyer and Sekerinski
[14, 17] in the sense that it allows more than one
actions, which are sequential, to be associated to a
transition;

� however, our approach for modeling class operations
only works without concurrence inside class opera-
tions. This is due to restrictions of B with respect
to the implementation construct. In fact in a B im-
plementation operation we cannot express two op-
eration call concurrently. Dealing with concurrence
will be envisaged in a later stage.

As described in [9], apart from cyclic calling-called
dependency and without the concurrence inside class op-
erations, we are able to derive the architecture of the B
specifications from a UML specification comprising class
and collaboration diagrams. The data in B specifications
and the skeleton of B operations are also derived. These
points will be detailed in the following sections.



4 Integrating collaboration dia-
grams and B

Given a class diagram and several collaboration dia-
grams for realizing certain class operations1, this section
presents the way to use collaboration diagrams in deriv-
ing B specification. As noticed in Section 3.3, we assume
that there is no concurrent specification (only one thread)
in all collaboration diagrams.

4.1 Generating architecture of the B speci-
fication

We use collaboration diagrams to establish the calling-
called dependency amongst class operations. If there is
no cyclic calling-called dependency amongst class op-
erations, we are able to arrange class operations into
layers (using two procedures “division” and “dummy-
promoting” [9]) such that:

(i) there is no calling-called dependency amongst op-
erations in the same layer;
(ii) the basic operations, which do not have any called
operation, are in the bottom layer;
(iii) the system operations, which do not have any call-
ing operation, are in the top layer;
(iv) the operations in a layer differing from the bot-
tom layer only have called operations in the next lower
layer. For this purpose, certain operation is duplicated
in several layers.

op22

op13

op13 op21

op11

op12 op23

op24

op24

op22 op24

Figure 5: Layers of class operations

The class operation in Figure 1 are allocated in three
layers as shown in Figure 5. The operations �
����	 , ������� ,
����	�	 , �
��	�� and �
��	
� are in the bottom layer because they
have no called operation. ������� , having no calling oper-
ation, is in the top layer. �
��	�� , which is the called oper-
ation of ������� and also the calling operation of �
��	�� and
������	 , is in the intermediate layer. Because �
���� depends
on �
��	�	 and �
����� , the two later ones are duplicated in

1According to Booch et al. [4], we can also use activity diagrams
to realize a non-basic class operation. Therefore, our approach for inte-
grating collaboration into B can also be applied for activity diagrams.

the intermediate layer. In addition, ����	�� must be dupli-
cated in the top and the intermediate layer because it has
no calling operation (that means that this is a system op-
eration in the UML specification).

After the allocation, each layer gives rise to a BAM in
which the B operations model the class operation in the
associated layer2. From operation layers in Figure 5, we
create three BAMs (Figure 6) : System encapsulates two
operations �
����� and ����	�� in the top layer; Intermediate
for operations in the intermediate layer and Basic for op-
erations in the bottom layer.

MACHINE System
/ 
 The data of System are derived from the whole class diagram. 
 /
SETS

CLASS1;CLASS2;Types11...
VARIABLES

class1,attr11,attr12...
INVARIANT

class1 � CLASS1 �
class2 � CLASS2 �
attr11 � class1 ��� Type11 �
attr12 � class1 ��� Type12 � ...

...
OPERATIONS

/ 
 The operations of System come from the top layer in Figure 5. 
 /
op11 � cc1,cc2,... �	��� � �
op24 � ... � ��� � �

END

MACHINE Intermediate
/ 
 The data of Intermediate are identical to the data of System. 
 /
...
OPERATIONS

/ 
 These operations comme from the intermediate layer. 
 /
op21 � ... � ��� � �
op22 � ... � ��� � �
op24 � ... � ��� � �
op13 � ... � ��� � �

END

MACHINE Basic
/ 
 The data of Basic are also identical to the data of System. 
 /
...
OPERATIONS

/ 
 These operations comme from the bottom layer. 
 /
op12 � ... � ��� � �
op22 � ... � ��� � �
op23 � ... � ��� � �
op24 � ... � ��� � �
op13 � ... � ��� � �

END

Figure 6: Skeleton of machines generated from oper-
ation layers in Figure 5

As described in Section 3.3, a BAM that does not
belong to the bottom layer, is implemented by import-

2Remember that, the data in each BAM are derived from the whole
class diagram.



ing the BAM for the next lower layer. In our ex-
ample, the BAM System is implemented by importing
Intermediate; Intermediate is implemented by importing
Basic. In Figure 7, System imp is the implementation of
the BAM System. The BAM Intermediate is renamed in
the IMPORTS clause of System imp. The implementation
of the B operation op11 is made up by invocations to op-
erations op21, op22 and op13 of the BAM Intermediate.
This B implementation models the realization of �
����� by
collaboration diagrams (Figure 1). To implement op24
(of System), it is sufficient to call op24 (of Intermediate).

IMPLEMENTATION System imp
REFINES System
/ 
 We use data of Intermediate to implement the data of System, but these

two set of data are identical. This is why Intermediate is renamed. 
 /
IMPORTS im.Intermediate
INVARIANT

class1 � im.class1 �
class2 � im.class2 �
attr11 � im.attr11 � ...

...
OPERATIONS

/ 
 Because op24 is duplicated in System and Intermediate, it is
sufficient to call im.op24 of Intermediate to implement op24 of System. 
 /

op24(...) = im.op24(...)
op11 � cc1,cc2,... � �
begin

/ 
 Each method invocation in UML collaboration
diagrams is modeled as a B operation invocation. 
 /

im.op21(...);
im.op22(...);
im.op13(...);

end
END

Figure 7: Specification component System imp

Finally, we can decompose the BAM for the bottom
layer into BAMs for classes and their non-fixed associ-
ations (if any). In our example, the BAM Basic is de-
composed into BAMs Class1 and Class2. In this case,
all data and operations in Basic are distributed in the in-
cluded BAMs (Figure 8).

4.2 Generating the content of B operations

It is easy to find that: corresponding to each non-basic
class operation3, there is a B abstract specification and
a B implementation specification. The abstract content
is in the BAM for the layer of the class operation and
the implementation is in the corresponding implementa-
tion. The abstract content is made up by specification of
the effect of class operation on the value of the manipu-
lated objects. Whereas, in the implementation content, we

3The class operation having a realization.

model the realization of the considered class operation.
Intuitively, each operation invocation in object-oriented
specification is translated to a B operation invocation in B
specification.

At present we can only automatically derive the archi-
tecture of B specifications from object-oriented specifi-
cations. The data, the skeleton of B operations in the B
specification are also automatically derived. In order to
complete B specifications, we must fill up the body of B
operations. For the purposes of a complete automation of
transformation, we propose to attach to each class oper-
ation an OCL-based pre/-post specification. Hence, the
abstract content of B operations can be derived by using
OCL-B rules of Marcano [11]. The implementation con-
tent of B operations for non-basic class operations is de-
rived from realization diagrams (usually collaboration or
activity diagrams) of the considered operation.

MACHINE Basic
/ 
 We use the clause EXTENDS to indicate that the data and operations

of the Basic are distributed in Class1 and Class2. 
 /
EXTENDS

Class1;Class2

END

MACHINE Class1
SETS

CLASS1;Type11;Type12
VARIABLES

class1,attr11,attr12
INVARIANT

class1 � CLASS1 �
attr11 � class1 ��� Type11 �
attr12 � class1 ��� Type12 � ...

...
OPERATIONS

op12 � ... � ��� � �
op13 � ... � ��� � �

END

MACHINE Class2
SETS

CLASS2;Type21;Type22;Type23
VARIABLES

class2,attr21,attr22,attr23
INVARIANT

class2 � CLASS2 �
attr21 � class2 ��� Type21 �
attr22 � class2 ��� Type22 �
attr23 � class2 ��� Type23 � ...

...
OPERATIONS

op22 � ... � ��� � �
op23 � ... � ��� � �
op24 � ... � ��� � �

END

Figure 8: Decomposing Basic into machines for
classes and non-fixed association.



5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present an approach for modeling class
operations in B. Our approach overcomes shortcomings
of the existing approaches by taking into account: (i) the
calling-called dependency amongst class operations and
(ii) the binding between an operation and its concerned
data. We also showed a way to apply our approach for
modeling class operation to integrate UML collaboration
and class diagrams into B specifications. Our approach is
based on three procedures[9]:

division procedure, to divide class operations into lay-
ers according to the dependency amongst them;

“dummy-promoting” procedure, to modify the lay-
ered division obtained from the division procedure in
order to ensure that operations in one layer differing
from the bottom layer have only called operations in
the next lower layer.

generic procedure, to translate UML specifications into
B specifications. The generic procedure uses the di-
vision and “dummy-promoting” procedures to create
the layered division of class operations. From these
operation layers we automatically derive the archi-
tecture of the B specification. The data, the skeleton
of B operations in the B specification are also auto-
matically derived. It remains to fill up manually the
body of B operations.

Our procedures can be implemented in a piece of soft-
ware. The generic procedure can be extended to take into
account state-chart and activity diagrams. Thus a com-
plete framework for deriving B specifications from UML
structure and behavior diagrams can be achieved. Hence,
the conformance between two aspects (the structure and
the behavior) of an UML specification can be formally
verified by analyzing the corresponding B specification.
This also means that we effectively have an appropriate
and generalized solution for modeling in B the structure
and the collaboration of design patterns which was men-
tioned in [13, 12] but only some typical patterns (the com-
posite pattern, the client-server pattern) are treated.
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